Self-published authors
wear many hats.

Writing your book may have taken months or even years, but the really hard work is about to begin. If you’ve chosen to go
the self-publishing route, get ready to wear a lot of hats. Good planning and strategy can most definently help with book
sales. Unless you’re one of the rare authors who wrote your book only for your family to read, the whole point of it is to get
others to read it, right? We’re here to help you identify the various activities that need to take place to launch your book or
boost your sales.
Cover Designer. You can’t judge a book by its cover
but you can SELL a book by its cover. This is not
something you should do yourself in Microsoft Word or
PC Paint ... or have your neighbor do. Hire a
professional who will design a cover that grabs
attention, stands out from the crowd, and is
representative of the story inside.

Most book marketing today is
done by authors, not by
publishers.

Editor. No author is so great a writer that they do
not need to be edited. You need an editor who is
experienced in book publishing for both content
and line edits, not just proofing.

Formatter. You get one chance to make a lasting
first impression. Make sure your cover and interior
formatting, and packaging of your book is engaging.
Distributor. No, Santa will not distribute your book
for you. You’ll be distributing your book through
various domestic and international channels and
managing different formats (paper vs. ebook).
Accountant. Keeping track of which outlets owe
you money is another task you’ll be handling. You’ll
also need to manage your taxes correctly.

Sales. We’re going to go out on a limb
and assume that one of the reasons you
wrote your book is to make some money
selling it. So, you’ll need to keep track of
sales through the various outlets
carrying the book.

Marketer. Creating a Marketing Plan is imperative to a
successful book launch, although it’s usually one of the
forgotten tasks an author thinks of. You’ll need to create
graphically pleasing pieces to represent your book for
review distribution, book fairs, author appearances, etc.

PR Rep. You’ll be sending out advanced
reading copies and pitching trade, radio, TV,
blog, online, and print outlets anywhere
from 4-6 months before your release date.
You’ll also be researching appropriate
media contacts.

More than 1,000,000 print and
ebooks were sold in 2016.
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Social Networker. Make sure you have a
Facebook author or book page and promote
it on social media. Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Google+, Pinterest. These
platforms are all vital in getting the word out
about your book.

Book Sales - 2016
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Author. This is you. No doubt you spent
months, or even years, writing your book.
And you’ve decided to self-publish it. Now
the real work begins, and you may not even
realize everything that you’ll have to
spearhead and manage.
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Print

Book formats
sold in 2016.
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Overwelmed yet?
CITY BOOK REVIEW DOESN’T JUST DO REVIEWS.
TAP INTO OUR COMBINED 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN BOOK MARKETING.

Email us at AuthorResources@citybookreview.com or call 877-741-8810

